
>LETTERHEAD<

Re: EUROPA MAGICA PROJECT

MANIFESTATION OF INTEREST

Our  Organization, 

Having read the 3rd IRT INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE's Call for Paper on 
the matter of submission of scientific contrinbution on topics related to tourism and to local 
development in Mediterranean Contries;   

Having read the contents of the proposal expressed by the partnership composed by ISIS-
HATHOR independent research center (UK) and MEDITHEATRE private library (IT)  and–  
considering the willing to enlarge the partnership to lead-component of a variable geometry 
partnership;

Considered that EUROPA MAGICA  EUROPA MAGICA  is a  multimedia project whose aim is to contributewhose aim is to contribute  
to the setting up of a modern active culture, based on immaterial relation on the basis ofto the setting up of a modern active culture, based on immaterial relation on the basis of  
shared interests in culture and common roots, and translating these abstract thoughts inshared interests in culture and common roots, and translating these abstract thoughts in  
experience through relational tourism;experience through relational tourism;

Considered  also  thatConsidered  also  that EUROPA  MAGICA  works  to  give  structure  to  works  to  give  structure  to  international 
happening  focused  on  communication  and  meditation  tools  using  technique  of  the 
anthropology applied to theatre, to make performances and music something very close to 
its ancestral roots, allowing people to go beyond linguistic differences and share a sense 
of union.



Considered, also, that the development of partnership is useful to improve new forms of 
shaving  informations  and  methodologies,  join  the  experience  of  cultural  confront  and 
exchange with advanced form of contact in ICT, strenghtening dialogue among European 
cultures, with the aim of the empowerment of mutual accord, respect of human rights, 
enlargement of citizen culture, freedom;

Evaluating the possibility that those kind of instruments are to able to enforce dialogue and 
to  recognize  culture,  knowledge  and  immaterial  resources  as  economic  development 
factors, also regarding the creation of permanent flows of communication with citizen of 
non-European  nationality  and  with  the  communities  of  emigration  and  immigration, 
considering enlargement of participation as a cultural process.

For these reasons we

MANIFEST OUR INTEREST

TO COLLABORATE IN THE EUROPA MAGICA PROJECT

This interest manifestation submit its effects to specific partnership agreements and defer 
to specific convention the discipline of the partnership rapports.  This agreement doesn't 
imply monetary transaction,  but  a  simple and real  manifestation of  interest  toward the 
project and the will to improve further step to contribute in realizing the aims according 
further specific convention.
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